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WELCOME

Our commitment to engineering precision performance cranks, rods, 
flywheels, and other components has allowed Arrow Precision to supply 
the world’s top motor manufacturers, tuners and engine builders. Give 
us your requirements and we will find a high-performance solution, no 
matter how extreme.

AT THE HEART OF THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL ENGINES.

In 1974, David Arnold founded Arrow Precision on the principles of 
quality, innovation and service. Today, those ideals still guide the company 
under the direction of David’s son, Ian.

Long proud of our British heritage and located in the Midlands, the heart 
of Britain’s motor industry, Arrow Precision has been able to tap into the 
highly skilled engineering workforce that makes the region famous. This 
investment in people has allowed us to maintain exacting standards for 
achieving ultimate performance in all the components we manufacture.

In fact, performance is our engineering finish line. This is achieved 
through continuous inward investment in skilled, experienced people and 
working practices. Accuracy and efficiency, precision and attention to 
detail are the standards we build into our production process and that are 
fostered throughout our custom design-for-manufacture environment. 

As Arrow Precision gained a reputation in the British motorsport industry, 
we have been able to keep our manufacturing process flexible and we 
happily supply single custom pieces alongside full production capabilities. 
We are ISO 9001:2008 quality management certified and with our 
new manufacturing techniques and an increased number of staff, our 
customers throughout the world rely on the extreme quality and short 
lead times of every Arrow part.

HigH volume, o/e manufacturing capabilities 

small quantity for vintage or specialist requirements

volume manufacture

extensive r&D capabilities 

fea anD prototyping services

arp anD acl stockists

guaranteeD Delivery

extreme performance
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Quality. Innovation. Performance. The hallmarks of Arrow Precision. Only 
the highest quality raw materials, the latest methods and the knowledge 
of superbly skilled designers and engineers goes into the making of every 
Arrow Precision part. Constantly experimenting on behalf of our ultra-
performance-oriented customers has led to the development of several 
product innovations that raise the level of extreme performance.

Using their combined years of experience, the design team produces 
bespoke, race-proven designs for crankshafts, connecting rods and other 
engine components. Working closely with customers, the team produces 
full 3D models and manufacturing drawings from early concepts. FEA 
testing of designs can be done to show how loads from combustion and 
inertia will stress and deform the rods and crank as well as how vibrations 
may affect the components, and can indicate of the validity of one design 
over another for a given load case.

. 
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AT THE HEART OF ARROW PRECISION



innovating performance in connecting roDs

The M2000 high performance connecting rod bridges the gap in the 
market for superior performance and exceptional strength at a price that 
is financially viable. Based on material research, M2000 is an ultra-high 
strength steel connecting rod with high core hardness that maintains 
ductility.

Careful selection of chemistry and heat treatment practice gives M2000 
a complete balance of mechanical properties and close tolerances for 
demanding applications. It is particularly suited to high stress usages where 
rod distortion can occur, such as in high boost engines. 

manufacturing excellence

We specify only the highest quality materials from mills in Western Europe 
to ensure they meet our strict quality standards. Before machining is 
undertaken, detailed drawings are produced to confirm material specs, 
bushing requirements, dimensions and fastener types. 

Ensuring our customers know exactly when their parts will arrive, we 
schedule the approved design in the machine shop to assign an accurate 
delivery time. The same determination to reach our own high standards of 
excellence are given to every customer whether we produce one part or 
hundreds.
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COMPETITION CRANKSHAFTS

“MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY.”

Mick Hyde, Founder, Radical Sportscars 

8 Image courtesy of Radical Sportscars Ltd



range of HigH quality steels

fully macHineD

full client control

custom orDers

100% magnaflux testeD

Dynamically balanceD

Engineering precision detailed cranks begins with only the highest quality 
materials and a flexible batch manufacturing process. Arrow Precision 
works to your exacting standards whether you need a custom single piece 
reverse engineered to stunning perfection, a pre-production concept, or 
a full production run. An Arrow Precision crankshaft means you have full 
control throughout the design and manufacturing process.

Ultimate performance is our engineering finish line. This is achieved 
through continuous inward investment in skilled, experienced people and 
working practices. Accuracy and efficiency are the hallmarks of a precision 
crankshaft. These standards are in-built into our streamlined production 
process and fostered through a ‘design for manufacture’ environment 
at the conceptual and detail stages. This minimises lead times and 
guarantees quality. 

Supplying many of the world’s top motor manufacturers, tuners and engine 
builders requires an understanding of their requirements, no matter how 
extreme. We make use of 3D CAD and CAM to ensure a smooth process 
for translating those requirements into a finished precision product. 

additional services available from arrow precision:
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 ISO accredited, our well equiped and temperature controlled inspection 
department offers full CMM inspection capabilities in addition to providing 
roundness and topographical traces and full ISIR reporting and material 
certification on request.
 
Arrow’s CAD/CAM department collaborate closely with OE customer’s 
design departments to refine prototype designs for manufacture whilst 
minimising production costs and lead times. For racing customers our 
design team offer the ability to reverse engineer a sample crankshaft, to 
use as the base for the design of a bespoke high performance crankshaft 
tailored to racing specifications..

.
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additional services available:

• full custom service with reverse engineering facility

•	 FEA	analysis

•	 Certification	of	material,	heat	treatment,	balancing,		 			
             roundness and topography trace

•	 CNC	grinding

•		 Modern	5	axis	machining

•	 Controlled	superfinishing

Crankshaft manufacture begins with either a solid billet of our own 
specification 722M24 or other commercially available aerospace grade 
steels. We also machine from free-issue forgings and castings for 
pre-production runs. Depending upon your project requirements a variety 
of heat treatments including stabilising, hardening and tempering and 
gas nitriding can be utilised.
 
CNC lathes, 4-axis mills and 5-axis machining facilities plus a state of the 
art CNC grinding machine allow even the most complex designs to be 
manufactured to the highest standard, whilst driving down the prototyping 
development cycle of projects. A detailed manufacturing route plan allows 
full progress monitoring and traceability during the production process.
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Arrow Precision carry on the proud traditions of craftsmanship and technical 
excellence we began with, but today these are enhanced through new 
working practices and technological advances in design and manufacturing. 

to manufacture the best that technology can provide, 
but	always	with	the	benefit	of	experience. 

  



CONNECTING RODS
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Weight. Strength. Balance. The prerequisites of performance in 
a competition steel rod. Through advances in technology and 
automation, it is now possible to attain all three together in one rod. 

A flexible manufacturing process allows Arrow Precision to make 
variable quantities of rods from prototype designs through to high 
volume production. Experienced engineers and designers will help 
you with tried and tested designs to ensure consistency, or create 
a winning design that improves performance and gets your team 
across the line first.

Every rod we produce is created with the same care and attention to 
detail, whether you need one rod, or several thousand.

Image courtesy of Radical Sportscars Ltd



WHEREVER HIGH POWER APPLICATIONS 
DEMAND A STRONG AND LIGHT CONNECTING 
ROD THAT CAN TAKE THE STRESS, YOU’LL FIND 
ARROW PRECISION RODS.

13Image courtesy of Radical Sportscars Ltd
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STEEL CONNECTING RODS

Arrow Precision steel con rods are found in almost every arena of 
motorsport as well as in a wide variety of the world’s most prestigious 
motor vehicles.
 
Our steel con rods are fully machined in-house from our own specification 
double air re-melted 817M40 forgings. All rods are shot peened using 
our automated process to increase fatigue strength and durability. 
The rods are balanced end over end into matched engine sets and are 
100% magnaflux crack detected prior to final inspection by CMM in our 
temperature controlled inspection department. 
 
Our design team works closely with each customer using the latest 
CAD CAM technology to optimise each design whether it be a fully 3D 
machined prototype for an OE application or custom made rods for full 
race applications.
 

For customers with particularly extreme requirements, we have developed 
our M2000 grade of steel with a tensile strength in excess of 2000 MPa 
and a high fatigue strength. Careful development and control of the 
material chemistry and heat treatment has lead to an excellent balance 
of mechanical properties suitable for use in the most heavily loaded race 
engines.
 
As part of the design process, we work closely with ARP to select the best 
available fastener for each project.
 
In addition to custom batch manufacture, we also hold a wide variety of 
rods in stock for many popular race engines, both modern and vintage.
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“ARROW CRANKSHAFTS AND 
CONNECTING RODS NOT ONLY 
MEET, BUT EXCEED OUR MOST 

STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS.”
Jörn Gander, Head of Vehicle Development, Brabus 

Image courtesy of Brabus
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ONE PIECE CONNECTING RODS

Ultra high performance split crank one-piece rods engineered to lighten 
the steel, but retain its strength.

Innovation in the heat treatments and materials go into our three types of 
non-split rods. For designs with liners in the big end and a bronze floating 
small end, our EN24 nickel chrome molly forgings offer strength and 
durability. We can also offer a lined design in 6AL-4V titanium, the obvious 
benefit being mass reduction. For unlined versions, we use carburised 
steel and the con rod is heat treated only in the necessary areas, giving 
the design and strength of a lined rod, but making it 20 % lighter.

“ARROW PRECISION PRODUCE WHAT WE 
REGARD AS THE BEST CONNECTING ROD ON 

THE MARKET.” 

Trevor Eadon, Vega Racing, UK
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ONE PIECE CONNECTING RODS

custom orDers    

unique long forgings    

balanceD enD to enD 

uniform macHine peening    

100% magnaflux testeD    

laser etcHeD

CLASSIC & VINTAGE CONNECTING RODS

True to British motoring spirit, we have a love of beautiful cars and the 
craftsmanship that goes into building and maintaining them. That’s why we 
offer a custom service that offers unique forgings, custom designs and one-
off manufacturing of a complete set of rods for classic and vintage cars. 

Working closely with individual owners and marque clubs, our rods are 
made from 6 different standard forgings, all unique to Arrow Precision 
including a 24” long nickel chrome steel forging. Our design engineers 
are able to replicate an original design for historic reference or have the 
expertise to adapt and improve the specification for any race application.
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“THE PRODUCT HAS BEEN FAULTLESS ALL YEAR 
AND AS SUCH HAS BEEN AN INTEGRAL PART OF 

THIS CHAMPIONSHIP WIN.” 

Mick Shanley, Chief Engineer,Swan Yamaha BSB Team

30% WeigHt saving

titanium graDe 6al-4v

crn coateD

balanceD enD to enD WitHin a 
gram

TITANIUM CONNECTING RODS

At the edges of extreme performance, drivers and engineers need every 
advantage. Arrow Precision titanium connecting rods combine the weight 
saving strength of titanium with the reliability normally associated with a 
steel rod design typically30% lighter than the steel equivalent.
 
Traditionally, fretting between the bearing shells and big end housing is an 
issue with Titanium rods, however Arrow have
developed a unique manufacturing process to address this issue. In 
addition a CrN coating is applied to prevent thrust face wear.
 
When it comes to designing for extreme performance, Arrow Precision is 
a partner you can rely on. Full client control and a flexible
manufacturing process allows us to work closely with your team to 
design and manufacture championship winning rods.
 



CAM FOLLOWERS
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CAM FOLLOWERS

Experience true durability, reduced friction and higher performance through 
30 years of Arrow Precision innovation. Machined from solid steel, Arrow 
followers feature thin walled sections in combination with a strengthening 
rib to minimise weight without compromising durability.
 
Reliability is further enhanced through careful material selection and 
controlling the surface finish on the working face to within 0.2 Ra. For 
customers seeking the ultimate in performance and low friction, Arrow 
followers can be Superfinished to 0.05 Ra and DLC coated. 

A wide range of followers are kept in stock for next day delivery and a full 
custom manufacturing service is available.

nitriDe HarDeneD

optional Dlc coateD

en40b billet

HigH Dimensional accuracy

guaranteeD Delivery

custom orDers

stock items
 

Image courtesy of Radical Sportscars Ltd

TITANIUM CONNECTING RODS



Lighter, perfectly balanced and custom made to an exact fit with any 
specialist clutch. In both integral or separate ring gear types, Arrow 
Precision flywheels are made using 817M40 steel. They are machined 
straight from the core to give better weight distribution and wear 
characteristics. Finishes provide an extra performance layer in either 
polished QPQ tuftride or matte tuftride coatings. 

With an experienced design team and flexible manufacturing process, 
Arrow Precision can engineer the perfect high performance flywheels, back 
plates and starter gears that you need to push performance to the extreme. 
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FLYWHEELS 

MORE ARROW PRODUCTS



Accuracy and short lead times are key to cutting down on engine build 
time. Arrow Precision valve guides are concentric to within 0.05mm 
meaning there is no need for extra reaming or machining to ensure a 
perfect fit.

These high performance valve guides are made from three choices of 
materials: hard brass, colsibro and beryllium copper. Arrow keep all in 
stock and ready for manufacturing and shipping, guaranteeing short lead 
times. Though these metals are recommended, we use our fully flexible 
design and manufacture process to work with any other materials you 
have in mind.
 

Ultra high quality tappet shims in top hat and biscuit types, manufactured 
to any size. Heat treated to maximum condition with excellent wear 
characteristics during normal use and impact due to valve bounce in an 
over-rev. Made from UK-sourced EN24 chromoly steel, Arrow Precision 
shims can be shipped as blanks or as pre-ground to any size in 0.025mm 
increments from 5mm down to 1.5mm. 

Stock shims are available, as well as an experienced team of engineers 
to help advise and problem-solve on your behalf, utilising a flexible 
manufacture process and offering guaranteed delivery to meet 
your schedule.

VALVE GUIDES PRE GROUND SHIMS
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IMAGE OF SHIMS NEEDED
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ARROW PARTNERS

ARP are universally recognized as the world leader in motor sport 
fasteners. Their products have been used in just about every kind 
of competition from Rally to Drag racing. ARP is a highly diversified 
manufacturer with four factories in Southern California. 

Today, ARP’s product line contains thousands of part numbers and has 
expanded to include virtually every fastener found in an engine and 
driveline. These range from quality high performance OEM replacement 
parts to exotic specialty hardware used in Formual 1, IndyCar, NASCAR 
and NHRA drag racing to name but a few. They also offer a bespoke 
specialty service which can identify and apply ARP’s fastener technology 
to a specific application or problem. 

Arrow Precision have been using and supplying ARP products for many 
years and have forged a close relationship with the staff and gained an 
intimate knowledge of the product, primarily through the use of their 
fasteners in Arrow rods. 

As a logical step forward, understanding of the quality and service that 
the ARP name stands for, we offer the entire range of ARP products via 
our website and hold hundreds of popular part numbers in stock for next 
day delivery. 

Visit our website at www.arrowprecision.com for full details. 



“ARROW COMPONENTS ALLOW US TO 
USE BRITISH PRECISION ENGINEERING 

IN MANY RACE AND PRESTIGIOUS HIGH 
PERFORMANCE ROAD ENGINES” 

David Jack, Managing Director, Aston Engineering Ltd

Image courtesy of Aston Engineering Ltd
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